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Women share stories of addiction in Lisa Boucher’s 
“Raising the Bottom”  

Book encourages readers to question their relationship with alcohol 
Dayton, OHIO –– In “Raising the Bottom: Making Mindful Choices in a Drinking Culture,” 
author Lisa Boucher unearths the buried narratives of women’s addiction, shedding light on 
overlooked perspectives and the unique experiences of women’s complicated relationship with 
alcohol.  

Boucher’s personal experience as the daughter of an alcoholic mother and her own recovery, 
alongside her professional experience as a nurse witnessing the effects and misdiagnoses of 
alcoholism, strengthen her ability to provide an honest narrative of addiction and its impact. 
Boucher along with dozens of mothers, daughters and health professionals profiled in “Raising 
the Bottom” courageously and vulnerably share their stories of addiction, and gives voice to an 
issue that’s often shoved under the rug or quietly pushed to the sidelines. Their willingness to turn 
the spotlight on themselves, while to the outside world their drinking still looked entirely normal, 
is what sets “Raising the Bottom” apart from the many addiction stories out there. Boucher not 
only establishes trust with “Raising the Bottom’s” readers, but also helps its stories rise above the 
run-of-the-mill statistics to help break down the stigma of addiction. 

“If we better understood those stories, we could shed light on and help reduce the frequency of 
addiction,” Boucher says. 

Boucher deftly encourages women to establish a mindful relationship with alcohol that challenges 
frequent and often excessive drinking ideas that have become normalized in our society. In 
addition, she helps women, and men, recognize the early signs of disordered drinking and ties 
alcohol to the many underlying mental health issues, such as depression and anxiety, that might 
fuel the desire to use alcohol as a coping skill.  
  
In her 28 years of sober living, Lisa Boucher has worked with hundreds of women to overcome 
alcoholism, live better lives and become better parents. Published by She Writes Press, “Raising 
the Bottom” is her fifth book and available at roughly 150 libraries throughout the United 
States. She was prompted to write “Raising the Bottom” when she realized after 20-plus years 
of working in hospitals, that doctors and traditional health care offer few solutions to women 
with addiction issues. She is the mother of twin sons and lives in Ohio with her husband. For 
more information, visit RaisingTheBottom.com.  

About the Book 
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Self-Help  

Have you ever wondered if social drinking has unintended consequences to your health, 
family, relationships, or your profession? Have you ever thought that losing control of 
your drinking couldn’t happen to you or someone you love? All the women you know are 
too smart. Too rich. Too kind. Too together. Too much fun. Pick one. 

We live in a boozy culture, and the idea of women and wine has become entrenched. Is 
your book club really a “wine club?” Do you crave the release a drink can bring to cope 
with anxiety, parenthood, the pressures of being a mom, a wife/partner, a professional? In 
“Raising the Bottom,” mothers, daughters, health professionals, and young women share 
their stories of why they drank, how they stopped, and the joys and rewards of being 
present in their lives once they kicked alcohol to the curb. 

Praise for “Raising the Bottom” 

 
“[Boucher] demonstrates that alcoholism is a disease that 
doesn’t discriminate by income level, education, or gender. 
Contrary to the thinking that women have to lose it all before 
making changes, she hopes that, by reading her book, women 
can recognize and deal with their potential alcoholism early 
on. Highly recommended.” ―Library Journal (Starred 
Review) 

“Raising the Bottom brings to the forefront a very necessary 
and under-discussed subject. Our healthcare system is 
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currently ill-equipped to deal with the complicated problem of alcohol and drug dependence. 
Now more than ever, it is imperative that physicians receive better training on recognizing, 
understanding, and treating addiction. Only then can we be truly effective at assisting our patients 
in their recovery.” ― Richard Saxen, MD, Internal Medicine 

“Raising the Bottom is an excellent resource for anyone who suspects they or a loved one has a 
problem with alcohol. It doesn't just focus on the problem of alcoholism, it emphasizes the 
solution and demonstrates that alcoholics can live wonderful, productive lives through sobriety. 
This is a book of hope.” — Leslie R. Dye, MD, President, Medical Toxicology Foundation 

"Raising The Bottom provides a vivid glimpse of a family in crisis, but you're left with a feeling 
of hope and an understanding that addiction is a disease. One cannot simply have the willpower 
to overcome addiction; it's a battle that can be won through God’s grace." 
―Jill Kingston, Executive Director, Brigid's Path 

“Spoken from the heart. Raising the Bottom is a refreshing take on the issues women have as 
caretakers and enablers. Boucher writes in a straightforward manner that both the long-time 
worker in our industry and those new to recovery can comprehend. The stories are relevant to the 
trials that all women share. Entertaining as well as educational!” ― Stanley Stone, President, 
Resources for Recovery 

“Extremely helpful to women (and men) who have been in the grip of alcohol and drugs, Raising 
the Bottom will help alcoholics understand why they do what they do, and provide hope and 
courage for them to take the steps to overcome. I can especially relate to the stories in the book as 
they are so similar to my own victory over addiction. Boucher outlines the steps and principles 
that help so many to rise above the hopelessness of addiction and take back control of their lives.” 
― Norbert H. Kox, visionary artist 

“Raising the Bottom reveals the truth about alcohol in a bold and personal way. Boucher shares 
the warning signs to help women before it’s too late. It gets to the heart of the problem, but offers 
hope for recovery and a life after alcohol.” ― Barbara Daniel, Publisher/Editor, The Cleveland 
Women's Journal 

An Interview with 
LISA BOUCHER 

 

The stories shared in “Raising The Bottom” demonstrate that alcoholism does not 
follow a single narrative, that people from all walks of life can be affected in one 
way or another. What do you hope people will better understand after reading your 
book? 
I purposely choose to highlight women who were professionals, mothers, teachers, and 
grandmothers. I wanted to show that the stigma of addiction is what keeps so many 
people out there drinking. Women, especially, are terrified to think of themselves as an 
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“alcoholic” so they continue to drink even when many are so dissatisfied with their lives. 
Women don’t realize that much of their unhappiness may be due to drinking too much. 
Alcohol is a depressant. Too many women fail to make that connection. Instead, they go 
to the doctor and start on antidepressants. The drinking and the unhappiness ensues. It’s a 
vicious cycle. I wanted to show that women don’t have to live like that and that there is a 
great life awaiting them on the other side of the booze. 

Why did you decide to write “Raising the Bottom” at this point in your life?  
My mother had passed in 2011. I believe this is the book she’d always hoped I’d write 
some day. Many times, when I wrote fiction she’d ask, “Why don’t you write a book 
about alcoholism? So many families are in trouble.” I think I needed to wait until I had 
the angle and the perspective that I have now. After working with so many women for so 
many years, I realized that almost all of the women I helped were employed. They had 
families. They went on vacations. They shopped and cooked and did all the things that 
other people do. These women had lives that looked nothing like the life of what people 
think of when they hear the word “alcoholic.” It was time to show the other side 
alcoholism to help end the stigma. 

How did your own personal experience as both a recovering alcoholic and the 
daughter of a recovering alcoholic impact the way you approached this topic? 
I watched my mother for 21 years look to medical professionals to help her. None of 
them ever did. In fact, they made things worse with all the medication they prescribed. I 
got sober very early in my disease because I didn’t want to hit a low bottom like my 
mother did. She broke her neck when she fell down the steps. The other lie people believe 
about this disease is that a person has to lose it all before they will quit. I lost nothing. I 
didn’t hit a low bottom at all. I quit before I was even a daily drinker. I never blacked out. 
People hear that and immediately think, well then you can’t be alcoholic. My hope is that 
if people could understand what early alcoholism looks like, maybe they could make a 
better choice and stop drinking before it destroys their life, and the lives of their family. 
One alcoholic in the family impacts everyone in some way, and you don’t have to ruin 
your life before you decide to get sober. 

How much of a role did your professional experience as a nurse contribute to your 
motivation for writing this book? 
It contributed mightily. I got sick of watching doctors do the same thing day after day to 
other people that they did to my mother. I don’t believe the medical professionals are 
malicious; most doctors don’t understand alcoholism so they do what they were trained to 
do and that’s prescribe medication. Too many people come to the hospital with drugs and 
alcohol in their systems. The doctors NEVER or only rarely address the substance abuse. 
Also, even if they do acknowledge it, they still don’t do the right thing. You cannot 
medicate someone into sobriety. Doctors also enable patients by allowing them to come 
to the hospital over and over again without talking to patients about their drinking and 
drugging. I’ve yet to see anyone get well. Instead, the hospital has an abundance of repeat 
business. They offer a place for customers to come instead of cures.  

Why did you choose to focus on women, specifically, in your book? 
The biggest surprise is that men have loved the book as well as women. There are a few 
men in “Raising the Bottom,” but I wanted to focus on women because that’s what I 
know. Men may have some different issues and feelings and I didn’t think I could speak 
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to that as accurately since most of my experience has been in working successfully with 
women. 

Why do you think women’s drinking is under-discussed? 
The alcohol companies spend $3.45 billion on advertising, and it’s working. Wine 
companies are now starting to use gender based marketing. Wine is linked with yoga, 
painting, available at salons and bridal boutiques. “Wine Time” is all over t-shirts. Plastic 
wine glasses that have bright colors with lids are everywhere. People now drink at times 
and places that were never acceptable before, like toddler play-dates. Adults even sneak 
alcohol into games at kids sporting events. Parents come home from work and drink 
every night. It’s all so over the top and it’s not normal, but we’ve normalized daily 
drinking, and for too many, it’s how alcoholism starts. Furthermore, it’s under discussed 
because all the advertising and marketing has people believing they can’t have fun 
without alcohol. Women are also afraid to stand up to the nonsense because they fear if 
they do, they will lose friends. 

Where do you personally draw the line between social drinking and disordered 
drinking?  
When you have to drink around your children. When you have a toddler on your hip and 
you keep pouring more wine. If a woman has to drink “to calm her nerves” or “relax,” 
these can be early signs that alcohol has become their coping skill, and it’s a very good 
indication that their drinking will escalate at some point in their life. Social drinkers 
never use alcohol as a reward or a coping mechanism. 

What are some of the early signs of disordered drinking that others might not 
recognize? 
The woman who always complains of depression and anxiety. The person who is 
emotionally immature is often a drinker. The person who can’t seem to ever get it 
together even though they may have all the necessary education and whatnot; the person 
who can’t hold a job because of their “attitude” problems. The person who has conflict in 
all of their relationships—alcohol is often the underlying reason. The person who dates 
abusive partners may have low self-esteem and use alcohol as a means of coping. The 
person who goes to the doctor constantly may be drug seeking. The person who makes 
everything an excuse to have a drink may be too attached to alcohol. The person who 
never wants to take personal responsibility and often blames others for everything could 
be someone who drinks a lot and is heading into alcoholism. People who buy foldable 
wine bottles to hide in their clothes, or people who buy purses with spouts so they can 
hide wine boxes. People who drink a lot are often very controlling. If someone is a 
control freak, my first reaction is always, I bet they’re a drinker, and most times the 
assumption is correct, or they’re a doormat and allow people to walk all over them. Those 
that are self-absorbed are often people who drink a lot. The party-people who think about 
no one but themselves and the next party. That sort of mindset is not healthy, and alcohol 
is already a significant player in that person's life. Healthy people don’t have the need to 
micromanage or control others. Quantity does not have to be the only factor. The 
emotional immaturity is often more telling than even how much booze they drink. People 
don’t understand the way that alcohol stunts a person’s emotional growth.  

The subject of alcoholism can be intimidating. What would you tell people who 
might be hesitant to read this book, whether due to denial or stigma? 
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Don’t be afraid! I have yet to meet one woman or man who decided to address their issue 
with alcohol who wasn’t thrilled with their life on the other side. It’s the fear of the 
unknown that keeps so many people stuck. People fear a new life because they feel they 
still need to control how things will go, and sobriety is all about the letting go. 

The book is not just for alcoholics though. We all need to understand addiction, what it 
can look like, how it manifests in people’s lives, and what to do about it. There is a 
solution—and it’s not more medication. If people could walk away from the book with 
even that, I’d be thrilled! Besides, more and more families are having to deal with the 
issue. Everyone has that friend, coworker, significant other or spouse who may need help. 
Alcoholism is only intimidating when you ignore it. 

I also did a chapter to highlight how kids feel about their parent’s drinking. I think 
parents need to be more mindful of what they role model. Kids do pay attention. The 
drinking culture helps cultivate future addicts and alcoholics. What else do these kids see 
but their parents and friends drinking quite a lot and quite often? Parents are stunned 
when their kids start drinking or end up on heroin. If we don’t dial back the drinking 
culture and show them something different, how can we continue to be surprised? 
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